Tactical Solutions
A fresh set of eyes can provide clarity
that evades us when we are too close
to a project. Let us take a look to
ensure your tactics are as efficient
and comprehensive as possible.
Strategic Planning
Leadership Coaching
Cultural Assessments
Project Plan Development
Project Management or
Supporting Services

YOUR NEXT MOVE
PLANNING AND EXECUTION

Tactical planning and administration takes away precious
resources needed to complete important initiatives. Let
us reduce the burden, build your teams, and support
your efforts for the most efficient and effective project
implementations. Essentially, there are two concepts that
should be remembered when planning your institution’s
next move:
• Strategy is doing the right things.
• Tactics is doing things right.
We can help with both.
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•

STRATEGIC PLANNING SERVICES
• Align Your Corporate Goals
or a specific initiative goals with your mission and vision.
Whether planning for the organization as a whole or for a
specific project, this service assists with developing a plan
that is efficient, creates realistic timelines and allows for the
development of goals down to the entry level employee so
that the entire organization/department/project teams are
clearly working towards the greater goals.

LEADERSHIP COACHING
• Customized Coaching for all Levels
of leadership. Let us take your team to the next level
with personalized development plans aimed at supporting
optimal team cohesiveness, communication and job
performance. Customizable for any team dynamic.

CULTURAL ASSESSMENTS
• Embracing Your Culture
How well does your organization know and embrace
the culture that is your brand? Does it translate to the
customer experience and your workflow processes? This
informational service provides a foundation to facilitate
efficient and comprehensive planning relevant to most
corporate initiatives.
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PROJECT PLAN DEVELOPMENT
• SMART Goals and Critical
Management
Let us help you create a plan of action utilizing SMART
goals and other critical project management best practices
to create an attainable implementation plan with realistic
expectations that satisfies leadership without overwhelming
the employee base responsible for carrying out the project
changes in addition to their regular responsibilities.
Deliverables of this service include the identification of
primary goals through prioritization exercises with detailed
goals and action steps; secondary goal identification;
recommended timeline for implementation; and champion
identification with initial meetings to ensure goals and
responsibilities are clear for the most effective project kickoff possible.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT OR
SUPPORT SERVICES
• Timely Administrative Oversight
Project Management includes timely administrative
oversight. Utilizing a web-based interactive project
management tool and app, we will reduce the burden and
create efficient real-time communication, document sharing
and reporting capabilities accessible by all client identified
project members. Additionally, monthly oversight and
reporting of overall progress will be compiled and reported
to the overall project champion or leadership team.

